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Abstract. The idea of Westphalian sovereignty has been waning in the face
of renewed support for individual human rights. One of the more audacious
proposals for a new international order is offered by John Rawls, who calls for
a Society of Peoples governed by public reason. I explore this new foundation
for international relations by considering how much respect we owe to other
peoples who, while hierarchical and illiberal, are not criminally responsible for
the violation of fundamental human rights. The respect for intolerance and
hierarchy demanded of liberal peoples exposes a flaw of Rawls’ new world
order. The remedy, I suggest, requires us to abandon the search for some
overlapping political consensus of all the world’s comprehensive doctrines.
Liberals must defend basic rights to freedom and equality not because they
are reasonable, which some peoples will never accept, but because they enhance
human well being and are, therefore, just.

Introduction1

Robert Frost once defined a liberal as someone who could not take his own side
in an argument. This observation always seemed a bit hardhearted, although it is
easy to see how he arrived at that view. Liberalism does not prevent people from
believing in the value of autonomy or neutrality, but it does require them to put up
with people who do not. Indeed, if we do live in a world of incommensurate and
conflicting goods, how can we insist that people be even politically liberal where the
burden of judgment may lead them to incompatible ideas of justice? Yet when neo-
Nazis want to march through a town of concentration camp survivors or racists want
to burn a cross in front of a black family’s house, liberals constantly must reassess
the demands of neutrality and ask how much intolerance need they tolerate?

Since the fall of the Berlin Wall, this perennial liberal conundrum has become
a matter of relations among nations as well as within them. Intense ethnic and
nationalist conflict have impelled foreign governments to intervene forcefully to
protect minority populations against human rights violations. These interventions
raised few concerns about neutrality. Liberalism does not require anyone to tolerate
the slaughter of innocents.2 Any reservations about the intervention in Kosovo
were not so much a consequence of political concern about neutrality as legal
apprehension about state sovereignty. What is the value of sovereignty that it would
give anyone a moment’s pause to stop mass murder? Are international lawyers also
unable to take their own side in an argument?
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The ethical, as opposed to legal, deference state sovereignty commands is some-
what of an enigma. To some communitarians, the state is often taken as a prima
facie, if not actual, proxy for community.3 While that connection is hotly contested
by many liberals,4 sovereignty’s origins in the Treaty of Westphalia leads many of
them to associate it with tolerance. We may associate the origins of liberalism with
the end of the Thirty Years War, but sovereignty’s genesis in a spirit of tolerance is
as dubious as its equivalence with community. Few of the signatories to that treaty
gave up their desire to suppress, or hatred for, one another. Peace was likely the
result of exhaustion by the warring parties who were desperate to work out a modus
vivendi, not some Lockean epiphany.5 Indeed, Westphalian Sovereignty, the idea of
exclusive control over what goes on inside a political territory, is born of a paradox
considering that the treaty itself reflects precisely the sort of external incursion into
domestic policy it is said to prohibit.6

Some argue that Westphalian sovereignty’s contradictory origins are reflected in
its practice. Although this principle’s status as international law has been unques-
tioned from 1648 to its pride of place in the United Nations Charter, it seems to have
been honored only in the breech. History is replete with examples of more powerful
nations controlling the domestic practice, if not identity, of lesser states.7 More-
over, the justifications for these incursions have been more or less the same from
the Thirty Years War to Kosovo.8 Whether or not the fig leaf is too tattered to hide
international practice, or simply thought unnecessary, the principle of Westphalian
Sovereignty is going out of fashion. Indeed, the United States and Australia did not
even bother to pay the idea lip service when it prevailed upon Indonesia to per-
mit foreign military forces to enter in order to protect the East Timorese against
an army supported rampage. Few protests were heard from anyone, including the
Indonesian government, about violations of sovereignty.

While the Westphalian idea of sovereignty may be on its way out, it is not clear
what will replace it. Many liberals hope that the balance will shift away from
the nation-state towards the protection of human rights.9 It is premature to say
that international relations will be governed by some Lockean notion of personal
sovereignty but there certainly is much more talk of universal rights.10 Perhaps one
of the more audacious proposals for a new international order is offered by John
Rawls in The Law of Peoples.11 This proposal calls for nothing less than a Society of
Peoples governed by public reason. In this essay, I want to explore what this new
foundation for international relations might look like and consider some of the
conceptual and normative issues that arise from it. I will conduct this exploration
by considering generally how much, and what sort of respect we owe to other peoples
who, while hierarchical and illiberal, are not criminally responsible for the violation
of fundamental human rights.

The Law of Peoples extrapolates some of the fundamental principles of political
liberalism to a global scale. As in Political Liberalism, among the pressing issues that
Rawls’ addresses is the extent to which a liberal people must tolerate illiberal and
intolerant societies. As one can imagine, this is even more difficult to sort out in the
international arena. However much we may disagree with decent but hierarchical
societies, Rawls tells us that they are a well ordered people who are equal members
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in good standing of the Society of Peoples.12 Hence, liberals may not coerce them
into changing their comprehensive beliefs. Decent but hierarchical peoples share
the same law of peoples and they deserve the same respect and civility that any
individual would get in a politically liberal society guided by public reason. One
could no more ask a society to abandon its hierarchical mores than one could ask
an individual to abandon her decent but hierarchical faith.

Rawls takes this duty of civility one step further. Not only is it wrong for inter-
national organs of the society of peoples to offer a hierarchical society incentives
to liberalize, it is also inappropriate for a liberal people in the society of peoples to
attempt to induce change through its foreign policy. So for example, the practice
by The World Bank and the United States Agency For International Development
of requiring legal or political reform as a condition of international assistance
is prohibited.13 In Rawls’ view, conditionality shows an inappropriate disrespect
for the comprehensive beliefs of these hierarchical peoples and their right to self
determination.14

This prohibition goes too far. By examining Rawls’ position on the conditionality
of foreign aid, I will suggest that the respect for intolerance and hierarchy that Rawls
demands of liberal peoples in the society of peoples exposes a flaw of public reason
that makes a law of the peoples unlikely to be realized. This flaw can be remedied
only by abandoning the idea of public reason as the result of an overlapping political
consensus of comprehensive doctrines, and accepting it as a perfectionist liberal
goal to enhance human well being.

Perfectionism is an idea that certain states or activities are inherently good and
that each person should strive to achieve those states or perform those actions.
Because these goods are rooted in our essential human nature, pursuing them
helps us to achieve human excellence. A perfectionist believes that certain acts or
states of being are objectively good. A liberal perfectionist believes that personal
autonomy, tolerance, or some other actions that respect freedom and equality in a
morally plural world, are objectively good.

Many liberals find this foundation troubling partly because the perfectionist idea
comes to us through Aristotle, who suggested that there is a single criterion of the
good life that the legislator must uphold.15 Aristotle did not appear concerned with
diversity but perfectionism need not entail a belief in a single moral truth. Moral
pluralism can coexist with an idea of human excellence, but perfectionism does
assume that people ought to strive towards whatever human excellence consists in.
Indeed, perfectionism instructs the legislator to take into account what is excellent
and what is ignoble when enacting laws and setting the conditions for human
interaction.16

Perfectionism can certainly support a robust liberal society of peoples. The role
of the legislator it envisions, however, does diverge from Rawls’ utopian ideal and
indeed, from the Westphalian conception of sovereignty. Perfectionism instructs
the legislator to strive towards an idea of the good life because it recognizes that no
one can achieve that state of well being outside of a social context that supports it.
This idea of liberalism not only recognizes negative freedoms related to autonomy
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and tolerance, but also certain positive freedoms that create the conditions in which
autonomy or tolerance are possible options. Joseph Raz called these conditions the
“social forms” of a community. They are not to be confused with conventional
agreements within a society about the correct way to behave. Rather, as he puts it,
they are more akin to the, “....shared beliefs, folklore, high culture, collectively shared
metaphors and imagination...[of a community].”17 These social forms, which are
reinforced by a wide range of social institutions both public and private, provide
the foundation for pursuing a life of excellence. One cannot aspire to be a lawyer or
religious leader in a society that does not have the rule of law or organized religion.

A perfectionist liberal would take a drastically different attitude towards condi-
tionality on foreign assistance. Rawls regards such conditionality as disrespectful
towards the dignity of other illiberally decent, albeit hierarchical, peoples. Even
worse, in his view, such conditionality breaches the neutrality that political liber-
alism aims to show among different comprehensive views of the way people ought
to live their lives. The perfectionist liberal, though, cares about human well being
not neutrality. To the extent that the self determination of peoples encapsulated in
Westphalian sovereignty conflicts with the personal sovereignty of an individual,
perfectionist liberalism opts for the latter value. Perfectionist liberalism does not
aim to prevent individuals from choosing to live voluntarily in hierarchical soci-
eties. Yet, it takes as a principal element of liberalism that one cannot waive the
ability of any person to make this choice for his or her self.

The Theory and Practice of the Law of Peoples
In fairness to Rawls he does not believe we live in the time of the Law of Peoples.

Rather he presents this idea as a realistically utopian concept. That is to say, it takes
people as they now are and constitutional laws and norms of justice as they might
be in a reasonably just and well ordered democratic society.18 Rawls’ mission is to
show that such a society is possible and desirable. Can such a society ever reasonably
be expected to develop – even in theory – and would it be desirable? Like a lot of
interesting political questions, the answer is buried behind a few tiresome legal
ones.

Who has Standing in the Law of Peoples?
In order to judge the reasonableness of Rawls’ plan it would be useful to consider

what idea of law he is talking about. Whose law is the Law of Peoples and why does
Rawls choose this unfamiliar, somewhat awkward, subject over more traditional
sovereign entities under public international law? Why not the Law of the People,
the Law of Nations or the Law of States? This is not merely a semantic question
because whose law it is denotes who has legal standing in the Society of Whatever.
It tells us who are the citizens and rights holders of this new world.

International law currently gives standing primarily to states.19 Even UN human
rights instruments that are designed to protect individual rights designate the state
as the entity which can press the claim when a violation occurs. Whether a state
is likely to press a claim against itself on behalf of its own persecuted citizens is
an interesting question for another time. Suffice it to say that such procedures
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were developed during a period of greater concern and respect for Westphalian
sovereignty than exists today.

Rawls appears to have very little concern or respect for states or their sovereignty.
The root problem with states is that they have, or are accorded under international
law, independent interests that are inconsistent with public reason. States, unlike
a peoples, are guided by their own interests rather than any notion of justice. So,
the most that a state can do is work out modus vivendi with other states. Moreover,
because he envisions them as independent actors vis-à-vis the rest of the world, they
will not reflect the morality of the community in their relations with others states.
Rather than pursuing reasonable justice, states pursue their own rational interests
to survive and expand. Rawls’ seems to view states in a Hobbesian state of nature
given their tendency to be belligerent. This tendency is sanctioned by the principle
of raison d’etat which effectively gives each state the right to make war to advance
its interests. His second concern with states is their internal autonomy over what
goes on within their borders. Human rights are not worth much if each state is free
to violate them within their own territory.20

Rawls’ aversion to the internal autonomy of states is well taken. The protection of
human rights has been less than universal because of a state’s political power to do
what it wants within its territory. One wonders though why this did not lead him
to propose instead a Law of The People where everyone’s fundamental rights would
be ensured within the context of a single overarching constitutional democracy?
Alternatively, a Law of The State would also ensure the universal protection of rights
without the attendant belligerence of states because there would be no other states
to fight. Either option would provide more effective protection of the rights Rawls
is concerned with than his Law of Peoples because the individual would be the
central subject of law rather than states or nations. There should be no concern
about the capacity of such a legal system being able to accommodate diverse ways of
life. Individuals citizens in a one world state should be able appeal to an overlapping
consensus of comprehensive views in the same way they would do in highly diverse
Westphalian states – by appealing to public reason. This is simply a difference of
magnitude, not kind.

Why make peoples rather than individuals the citizens of a global legal framework?
Individuals do not suffer from the sovereignty problem that states do. Moreover,
it is unclear why peoples would not suffer from the same belligerence problem that
states do. How is the state any different from the peoples (read nations, cultures,
ethnic groups or communities) acting through their government? The suggestion
that national groups would be more reasonable and less expansionist, chauvinistic
or belligerent than states is not borne out by history. Indeed, in the first ten years
since the fall of the Berlin Wall, most wars have resulted from national groups
attempting to secede from or subdue rival nationalities.21

Rawls suggests that the only hope for his utopian vision rests on the existence of,
“...reasonable liberal constitutional (and decent) regimes sufficiently established
and effective to yield a viable Society of Peoples.”22 The only apparent difference
between a regime of peoples and a state is the former’s lack of Westphalian
sovereignty. This is a rather slim distinction given that this sort of sovereignty is
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less than four hundred years old and has been systematically ignored whenever
more powerful states thought it expedient to do so.23 Indeed, some would say it
has been dispensed with already.

Who Are the Peoples?
Rawls seems to choose the peoples as the citizens of his international system for

pragmatic as well as conceptual reasons. Confronting the charge that his vision is
unrealistically utopian, Rawls seems to offer a society of peoples as a more realistic
alternative than one in which everyone is politically liberal. While no doubt correct,
he also appears concerned about addressing the communitarian charge that his
theory of justice is based on a false idea of human nature. Were he to envision a Law
of The People he might be accused of suggesting an idea of justice that is completely
devoid of context. Such a theory would regard individuals as atomistic and detached
from the embedded meanings of their society able to change their identity at will.24

Liberalism never stood for this proposition nor does it require it. Yet Rawls needs
to explain how we start with one constitutional democracy and turn that into
a society of liberal and decent countries that eventually encompasses a universal
society of peoples. This will require quite a change of attitudes among individuals
and they presumably will be more capable presumably of making this transition as
part of their group rather than on their own. That many of these nationalities are
not reasonable or decent does not prevent their transformation in Rawls’ view if
their national identity can be built on liberal values.25

Without challenging that unconventional idea for the moment, we must ask our-
selves how we can tell which peoples qualify for citizenship in this new society. For,
if the communitarians are correct about human nature and Rawls is correct about
the inability of states to reflect the common sympathies, nature, or morality of a
community, then it is critical that no peoples be disenfranchised. If peoples divided
themselves geographically into homogenous groups, this would be a straightfor-
ward and relatively noncontentious process. In the world you and I inhabit here
and now, however, most every peoples is comprised of more than one peoples. How
do we determine which peoples qualify for standing as citizens in this new global
regime? There seem to be several options, none of which are entirely satisfactory.

Statehood

We can eliminate statehood as the criterion for citizenship because Rawls has already
rejected states as morally unworthy institutions. Moreover, with the exception,
perhaps, of Liechtenstein, every state contains multiple peoples and few of them
distribute status or power equally. The Kurdish people, for example, are unlikely to
feel very well represented by the Turkish state.

Dominant Peoples Geographically

Given the conglomeration of peoples in our world, a second option would be
simply to recognize the most powerful peoples in any given territory. Rawls seems
to endorse this option by requiring that a group have a government in order to
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qualify as a peoples. While this solution has the advantage of clarity, it rewards
power over legitimacy by granting recognition to those peoples who can wrest
political control in any particular place. This would be the gunman situation writ
very large indeed and cannot be what Rawls intended to encourage.

Eliminate All Territorial Demarcations

A third option might be to give citizenship to peoples without regard to territory.
This option might work if the world were comprised entirely of liberal peoples,
but it would not satisfy decent but hierarchical peoples. Such peoples premise their
identity on the view that they are superior to other people in their midst. That is to
say, in areas they control. Yet, under this option, they would have to agree to cede
control over some of their territory to a regime of peoples they regard as inferior,
some of whom may live on the opposite side of the world.

Apart from the unlikelihood of this scenario ever transpiring without force, it
also appears to violate public reason. Hierarchical peoples are being asked to cede
complete control over the other peoples within their peoples and not just that
control which is publicly reasonable. This would require them to abandon their
identity as hierarchical, something which political, as opposed to comprehensive
liberalism, prohibits. So, if Saudi women decided that they identified more closely
with the peoples of women rather than as Saudis, the remaining Saudi men would
be forced to live among woman in a manner that their hierarchical society forbids.26

Moreover, this option would also be impossibly difficult to administer. Someone
has to fix the street lamps and repair sidewalks. Those public goods are fixed to
territory. Any typical cosmopolitan city would have tens if not hundreds of peoples
overlapping with each other making responsibility for the supply of public goods
and services next to impossible.

Most Abstract Affiliation

Assuming we solve all the logistical issues related to option three, we would still
not avoid the problem of identifying overlapping peoples. The problem in Israel,
for example, is not just that it is populated by Moslems, Christians and Jews. It
is also populated by Shi’ite and Sunni Moslems, Roman Catholic and Orthodox
Christians, and Orthodox and secular Jews. These same six groups also break down
12 other ways (gender, language, etc.). The task of identifying who is a people
requires procedures for categorization about which there is unlikely to be any
consensus. How might we establish those categories? We could lump all Moslems,
Christians and Jews in three abstract categories but a reform Jew from Newton,
Massachusetts is unlikely to feel properly represented by the chief Satmar orthodox
Rabbi of Beer-Sheva.

Self Determination

The only non arbitrary method for identifying the Peoples who qualify for citizen-
ship in the Society of Peoples is to let people decide for themselves what peoples they
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are. The problem with this method is that it would lead to perpetual secessionist
movements that would likely result in a Society of Families or possibly even, a Society
of People (or Individuals). The first option runs counter to the entire Western legal
tradition while the second option is simply universal individual human rights by a
different name.

What Are the Peoples Owed?
Liberals, or at least comprehensive liberals, could tolerate this last solution but it

violates the spirit, if not the letter, of the law of peoples. Rawls chose peoples over
individuals as citizens of his utopian vision in acknowledgment of the communi-
tarian principle that our identities are constituted at least in part by the community.
Liberalism’s commitment to equal universal rights will sit uneasily with the idea
that peoples owe special rights to themselves over the rest of humanity. Rawls
appears to endorse Tamir’s vision of national values and liberal beliefs as a way
of squaring the circle. Yet every attempt to identify the membership of the soci-
ety seemed flawed either by liberal or communitarian standards or both.27 What
would be lost by aiming for a law of the people and letting the society of individ-
uals constitute themselves into their own bowling leagues, churches and cultural
groupings as political liberalism would leave them free to do? While this option
responds to the communitarian epistemological critique,28 our attempt to define
citizenship suggests that there are also some epistemological problems associated
with specifying community, quite apart from the political and moral problems of
coercion.

Notwithstanding these hurdles, Rawls contends that peoples have a moral status
that liberals must respect and tolerate even when they are illiberal and hierarchical.29

This argument seems grounded in Michael Walzer’s moral, not epistemological, de-
fense of community. For Walzer, the community has moral standing that is derived
from the right of individuals to have a community that reflects their history, lan-
guage and culture. Because individuals need a community in which their identities
can be embedded they have a moral claim to protect the community that constitutes
that identity.30

Walzer’s, and now Rawls’, defense of the independent moral status of com-
munities begs the important question of which communities have this status.
Which is the community that a peoples have a right to represent them? As
Walzer observes, even people can have divided identities. A fortiori, communi-
ties will have those multiple identities at a higher order of magnitude. People
who comprise the peoples are members of numerous different communities each
of which has a history. Some of these histories are antagonistic. So it is not
obvious whose moral claim to community should be honored.31 Walzer seems
to believe that because the most local communities have the thickest common
meanings they form the moral culture and so have priority over global minimal-
ist communities where the shared meanings are quite thin.32 While this seems
perfectly sensible it does not resolve the problem of antagonistic overlapping
cultures.
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The Demands of Toleration and Respect in the Society of Peoples
Given that there is no answer to this conundrum Rawls and Walzer both seem

intent to create the conditions of tolerance and respect that would obviate the
need for these different interlocking cultures to hive off from each other.33 This is
a reasonable (albeit non-neutral) solution, but a lot depends on what we mean by
toleration and how much of it the peoples are owed.. Toleration is usually taken to
mean liberal toleration but the concept is much more expansive than liberalism.
Communitarians of all varieties favor toleration, although they are more likely to
be concerned with opportunities for groups to live according to particular values
than preserving individual autonomy. Borrowing Walzer’s wide, although not
necessarily exhaustive, framework for tolerance we might break down the idea into
five ideal types:34

� Accommodation: Here the parties do not give up their hatred for each other
but out of exhaustion or for other prudential reasons decide to work out
a modus vivendi. This is the toleration that emerged out of the Treaty of
Westphalia.

� Indifference: The parties to this sort of toleration do not hate one another.
Rather they are indifferent to each other. This entails a sort of moral skep-
ticism that is hard for many groups to sustain over time or with everyone.

� Respect for Personal Autonomy: In this sort of toleration the parties do not
respect each other’s ends but respect the right of the individual to act au-
tonomously to pursue those ends. This sort of toleration is most closely as-
sociated with liberalism although it could be extrapolated to other groups.
This requires a sort of moral stoicism concerning the ends of others.

� Openness to Difference: Here there is a respect for the idea of difference
although not necessarily a respect for each individual difference.

� Multi-culturalism: This approach endorses the very idea of difference for
its own sake. While this view implies that diversity is good for society, it
does not necessarily endorse each specific difference.

Walzer thinks that nations in international society deserve liberal toleration.
That is, a respect for the right of the nation to choose autonomously even if one
does not respect the choices it makes. Indeed, this sort of toleration is what makes
sovereignty desirable in his view.35 Can we really extrapolate from individual to
group autonomy in this way? Liberals respect individual autonomy because they
value the right of each person to decide on the appropriate ends of life for him or
her self. But communities can stifle this individual autonomy given the autonomy
(read Westphalian sovereignty) to do so. Moreover, given the overlapping commu-
nities among international states, the autonomy of smaller communities can be
constrained in the same way.

It is for this reason that Rawls takes such a dim view of Westphalian sovereignty
and the autonomy it gives states to deny their own citizens basic individual rights.36

Yet having condemned sovereignty on this basis, he then insists on more deference
to peoples than Walzer gave to states in international society. Given Rawls’ lack
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of esteem for states, it would seem that the most we owe them, or peoples, in
international society is accommodation. One peoples need not particularly respect
another peoples’ values or the way it treats its citizens, but it does not intervene
for fear of triggering another thirty years war (or in this day and age, a nuclear
holocaust). Yet this modus vivendi is anathema to Rawls because it is stability for the
wrong reason. We must remember that the Law of Peoples is the extrapolation of the
principles of political liberalism to international society. Relations among peoples
must be based on what is reasonable in the sense of public reason rather than what
is rational given the current balance of power. Rawls’ idea of global justice requires
the sort of tolerance that is based on a reasonable reciprocity among peoples with
different comprehensive doctrines, not mutually assured destruction.

Toleration and Foreign Policy
Rawls’ society of peoples demands rigorous tolerance. One peoples must not

merely accommodate another well ordered people or even respect their autonomy.
They must go so far as to show respect for the actual choices they make even if
they find them repugnant. That is because decent but hierarchical peoples are “well
ordered,” and hence, free and equal members of the society of peoples.37 In order to
find a reasonable basis for political co-existence, that is, an overlapping consensus,
all peoples must treat each other’s comprehensive doctrines with respect and refrain
from even the appearance of coercing reform. This means, in Rawls’ view, that it is
unreasonable not only for multilateral organizations like the World Bank to impose
conditions on foreign aid but also for a liberal people to conduct its foreign policy
in any way that suggests a conflict between liberal and hierarchical peoples.38 Rawls’
prohibition seems to confuse the status of peoples within the society of peoples,
that he originally assigned to them, from one of citizen into one of international
public institution.

This constraint on liberal peoples seems far from necessary, if not unreasonable.
It might be unreasonable to expect a hierarchical government to tolerate such par-
tiality from the governmental institutions of its own society of peoples (e.g. the UN
or World Bank). But, if peoples are the citizens of the society of peoples, then what
one peoples’ government thinks of another is no different than what one individual
thinks of another person within a country governed by political liberalism. With the
exception perhaps of George Bernard Shaw (who was no liberal), few people think
it is inappropriately coercive for charitable organization like the Salvation Army to
proselytize. While some liberals might disagree with the message of the Salvation
Army, political liberalism does not require the charity to suppress its message.

Reasonable Respect
In addition to being unnecessary, Rawls’ restriction on the foreign policies of

liberal peoples seems unreasonable to them. For if liberalism’s comprehensive doc-
trine instructs its peoples to treat everyone equally and to protect free speech rights,
then it would be unfair to ask them to betray their comprehensive doctrine inside the
private sphere. The government of a liberal peoples in the society of peoples stands
in the same relationship to a hierarchical society as the ACLU does to the Southern
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Baptist Church. Both the ACLU and the Church are well ordered incompatible
comprehensive societies which have the right to criticize the other so long as they
do not aim to impose their comprehensive views on the political sphere.

Rawls’ prohibition on a liberal peoples imposing conditions of reform in foreign
aid to hierarchical societies also seems to violate political liberalism and the rule
of law. Political liberalism requires that those principles agreed upon as part of
the overlapping consensus apply to everyone. For example, while a liberal person
must tolerate comprehensive doctrines that are hierarchical, sexist, racist, and anti-
Semitic, she can still demand that each individual within such an organization
retain the right to exit the hierarchical group even if the illiberal group objects and
even if the individual had consented to her treatment.

Is this requirement extinguished in the society of peoples? It appears so if it is
peoples and not individuals who are citizens. Political liberalism, however, does not
permit this distinction. The only overlapping consensus that a liberal reasonably
could agree to would be one that allocated rights to everyone whether or not
they were part of a liberal or hierarchical society. This is not simply a reasonable
requirement – it is the core requirement of comprehensive liberalism that no liberal
can reasonably be expected to disavow in the name of overlapping consensus. In
deference to the contrary comprehensive doctrines of others, political liberalism
can restrict the imposition of liberal rights to the public sphere but it can never
agree to take away those rights in the political sphere and still be liberal. While
people might be able to waive their own rights, liberalism does not permit anyone
to waive someone else’s rights. No liberal society, for example, could ever reach
an overlapping consensus that withdrew due process or free speech rights from
members born into a hierarchical sect that rejected those values. Liberalism, and
indeed the rule of law, imposes an obligation on each individual to respect those
rights in everyone else.

The same principle must hold true for illiberal hierarchical societies. No peoples
who thought they had a positive moral obligation to save people from their own
self destructive, immoral or otherwise prohibited behavior could ever be reasonably
asked to abandon that ideal in the name of reciprocity. Rawls argues that public
reason would prevent such a people from pursuing their comprehensive views in
the public sphere. This would no more be reasonable to someone who believed he
had such positive obligations than it would be for a liberal to agree to waive the
negative rights of children born into hierarchical sects.

Rawls concedes that there can be no overlapping consensus between liberals
and fundamentalists whose dogma requires everyone to convert to their beliefs.39

Such people, he argues, do not believe in reasonable pluralism. This suggests that
everyone who opposes compromise on the basis of moral pluralism is unreasonable
because they will not compromise with liberals in the way that liberals are willing
to compromise with them. Yet one need not be fundamentalist to object to this;
one need only have a perfectionist or communitarian conception of the world that
denies that values are incommensurable or plural.

Liberals and communitarians have difficulty understanding each other on this
issue precisely because there is no overlapping consensus. Hence, whereas Ronald
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Dworkin denied that anyone had a positive moral obligation to go out to vindicate
their own or someone else’s rights,40 Martin Luther King, Jr. thought he had precisely
that moral duty as a Christian.41 It is hard to think of Martin Luther King as a
fundamentalist in the pejorative way that term is presently employed. By labeling
those who do not believe in reasonable pluralism as fundamentalists, Rawls treats
this idea of reasonable as if it were a neutral standard when indeed it depends
completely on judgments about justice.

What does Reciprocity Require?
What is it that would make such opposing comprehensive doctrines abandon

their core beliefs in spheres where they felt morally obligated to pursue them?
Rawls suggests that the idea of reciprocity will bridge the gap between liberalism
and illiberalism. The golden rule has such deep roots in Western culture that it
does seem unreasonable and unfair for anyone to deny it: Do unto others as you
would have them do unto you. The idea of reciprocity of respect implicit in this
rule does seem to bridge the gap until we recall that the Jewish version of the golden
rule goes somewhat differently: Do not do unto others as you would not have them
do unto you. These two different golden rules impose different moral obligations
and ultimately conflicting ideas of respect. While the Jewish doctrine implies that
reciprocal respect entails the protection of negative rights, the Christian doctrine
implies that reciprocity entails the protection of other peoples’ positive rights.

It is hard to imagine how one could determine the most reasonable version of
respect and reciprocity in a neutral way. Conservatives and liberals could believe
fervently in the idea of public reason while having incompatible, indeed, incom-
mensurable, notions of what that consists in. While a liberal may believe that she
is treating a conservative communitarian with respect and toleration by protecting
his privacy and freedom of speech, the conservative might feel more respected in
a community that protected those values he cared more about even while under-
standing that the liberal would not feel the same way.

Rehabilitating Public Reason: Perfectionist Political Liberalism
How do we know when someone is engaging in public reason and not simply

trying to foist their comprehensive doctrines on others? Rawls tries to employ a
non-evaluative criterion of sincerity but this only begs the question.42 Both liber-
als and conservatives can sincerely believe that they are engaging in public reason
without there being any area of consensus. The only way to obviate that outcome
is to abandon any pretense of neutrality and ground public reason in the compre-
hensive liberal ideal of moral pluralism. Rawls goes part way towards this solution
but does not appear to regard his definition of public reason as a comprehensive
liberal principle but rather simply a reasonable political principle given a morally
plural world.43 How can we require that people agree to be governed even in the
political sphere by this notion of reason unless they believe that this is the correct
understanding of it?44 Moreover, why would anyone believe that this was the correct
standard of reason unless they already believed in some comprehensive doctrine
rooted in Locke, Kant or Mill instead of Plato, Burke or Rousseau. Nietzsche thought
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we lived in a world of incommensurable ends; but it is hard to see where his concept
of human relations would overlap with Rawls’ notion of public reason.

The bias implicit in public reason imposes an insurmountable hurdle for the law
of the peoples. For if there is no inner core of reasonableness that everyone shares,
then there would be no reason for other peoples to join us in the society of peoples.
Indeed, doing so would be irrational given the sacrifice in basic comprehensive
beliefs that such a choice would entail. This is a significant drawback to Rawls’
idea of public reason, but it is unfair to pin the blame entirely on him. Grounding
public reason in an overlapping consensus is part of liberalism’s perennial attempt
to find neutral ground. Neutrality is part of the liberal agenda because it is the only
way to preserve autonomy without coercion in a morally plural world. Yet, arguing
that everyone shares this inner core of reasonableness as a matter of human nature
seems to violate neutrality because it assumes that at heart, everyone is essentially
motivated by liberal concerns. Moreover, suggesting that everyone actually shares
this inner core seems empirically suspect.

This conundrum by no means dooms the liberal project. Rawls’ political lib-
eralism seems more reasonable once we acknowledge its roots in comprehensive
liberalism. Liberalism must, by its own lights, acknowledge that there are other
comprehensive doctrines. What liberalism cannot pretend to do is show equal re-
spect for every comprehensive doctrine to the same degree that it respects its own
conception of the world. Liberalism cannot be neutral about itself. At some point
liberalism must be willing to take its own side in the argument and assert that this is
the most just way to live given the constraints of human nature as it understands it.

The justification for neutrality implicit in public reason must ultimately rest on
some ideal conception of human nature and the way people ought to be. The right
to equality or neutrality that the Law of the Peoples envisions cannot be prior to this
idea of human good because we could not justify giving these rights pride of place
unless we thought that doing so advanced human well being in some way. This idea
embeds liberalism in the perfectionist tradition.

This suggests where perfectionism would diverge from Rawls’ politically liberal
law of the peoples. Both approaches would argue for a public arena where different
peoples would be required to treat other peoples with tolerance and respect. The
difference is that perfectionist liberalism would not believe that this requirement
either was, or needed to be, neutral between different comprehensive visions of
the good life. Perfectionist liberalism would understand and accept that certain
hierarchical but decent peoples do not want to accord this respect to other peoples
within their own communities or elsewhere in the society of peoples.

Perfectionist liberalism seems a more straightforward defense of the type of
reasonable tolerance envisioned by political liberalism. It is also more aggressive.
Once the justification of neutrality is replaced by human well being, then the
policies liberalism supports would be quite different. Westphalian sovereignty
is rooted in a principle of neutrality. It instructs states to ignore the internal
behavior of other states out of respect for their autonomy. For all Rawls’ criticism
of Westphalian sovereignty, his opposition to conditionality on foreign assistance
stems from that same principle. He tells us that interfering in the internal affairs of
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non-belligerent hierarchical peoples shows a lack of respect for their right to self
determination.45

Perfectionist liberalism admittedly is less concerned with a peoples’ right to self
determination to the extent it conflicts with an individual’s right to self determi-
nation. It sees no particular value in respecting a peoples’ right to suppress this
individual claim because the perfectionist is concerned with human well being
not neutrality. Any people in a perfectionist society of peoples would still be free
to form voluntary hierarchical peoples if that suited them individually. Yet a per-
fectionist law of the peoples would be more concerned with personal sovereignty
than Westphalian national sovereignty, and would strive to advance this element of
well being. Because liberal perfectionism requires the legislator to create conditions
for the realization of human well being, it would sanction, if not require, foreign
policies that impose liberal conditionality upon the receipt of some development
assistance. Whether a perfectionist liberal people ought to coerce another people
to respect individual claims to well being is a question for another essay. Yet, just
as it would be unreasonable to expect an illiberal people to abide by public reason,
it would be unreasonable to expect a liberal people not to do so. If there can be no
overlapping consensus of liberal respect among peoples, then liberalism must take
its own side in the argument.
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